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PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT NECESSARILY INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS. 
THERE IS NO ASSURANCE OUR PROGRAMS WILL ACHIEVE THEIR OBJECTIVES OR AVOID LOSSES.  

 
What do hedge fund legends Bruce Kovner, Monroe Trout and Paul Tudor Jones all have in common?  

Members of 3D Capital's Executive Team spent years managing money, researching, and developing, and building trading systems for them. 

In last week’s update we provided very specific reasons why the S&P 500 was vulnerable this week. I am going to share charts and warning signs from 
other markets and the S&P 500 this week that confirmed those warning signs. It is important to note that 3D’s systems do not use moving averages, trend 
lines, stochastics, etc.  

3D’s systems use decades of statistically significant data, patterns and rules that are logical, symmetrical, and persistent. This is how our 3D Defender 
program helps investors profit from stock market declines and has profitably shorted the longest bull market and fastest bear market in history.  

Some may think that working at night for the first 15 years of my 28-year career was a curse. Working at night was actually a blessing. While most US 
equity managers were sleeping, I was watching what we refer to as the Global Relay Race in action and developing a keen eye and deep understanding of 
what is moving the S&P 500.  

Below is a recent example of the Global Relay Race. The common theme in this 2-day global relay race was weakness open to close. There is a distinct 

difference between Net Chg (Close to Close) and Open Chg (Open to Close). My Friday June 26, 2020 LinkedIn video provides more specifics Video Link.   

 
As a reminder this 2-day global relay race was preceded by weakness and warning signs the previous week. These warnings signs are available in our June 

19, 2020 weekly update available at www.3dcapitalmanagement.com.  

The best way to profit from a falling stock market is to short the stock market. If you are using other asset classes like Gold (above), you are hoping that it 

will go up when stocks go down. Modern Portfolio Theory teaches us to diversify into other asset classes, BUT you still must protect the eggs in your equity 

basket. No disrespect to diversifying into other asset classes but where is the logic in buying other assets to profit from a falling stock market. The bottom 

line is the best way to profit from stock market declines is to short the stock market. This is our expertise. 

Now let us look at the price action in the S&P 500 this week. 

 
 

 

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6682415212739514368/
http://www.3dcapitalmanagement.com/
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There was a multitude of warning signs that said the S&P 500 was vulnerable this week (needed confirmation). It is important to remain nimble to the 
message of the market. The market opened higher on Monday and tested about -0.50% lower before spending the remainder of the day trading higher 
and closed the day up nearly +2%. Our 3D Defender program remained sidelined on Monday and saw clear signs the market was heading higher from the 
open. I shared those statistically significant signs in this LinkedIn video on Monday morning LinkedIn Video. Tuesday things changed and the prior week’s 
warning signs began to present themselves again. This can be seen in the Global Relay Race charts above. As a reminder, though the S&P 500 Net Chg 
(close to close) was higher on Tuesday, the Open Chg (open to close) was negative and the market was beginning to show signs of weakness. This was 
confirmation of the warning signs the previous week and additional warning signs in Copper and Crude that same day. Things fell apart for the S&P 500 
from Wednesday to Friday, albeit with multiple swings in excess of +/- 2%. 

The S&P 500 finished the week -2.9%. 3D Defender finished the week +1.3% (25% funded and gross of fees), a 3D Difference of +4.2%. 

Like you I was taught from an early age that losing was just part of the buy and hold game and that the stock market goes up over time. While that is true, 
the market also goes down. I don’t know about you but after losing -50% during the 2000-2002 Dot-com crash, there was no way I was going to tolerate 
a loss as a solution or just accept being told that there was nothing I could do about it. So, I did something. I founded 3D Capital and assembled a team of 
professionals with over 100 years of compelling investment experience.  

Guaranteed gains when the market goes up is not the problem. It is the guaranteed losses when the market goes down that is the problem. 3D Defender 
is our proven solution to stock market declines. If you are being told you cannot profit from a falling stock market, I urge you, your advisor, or your 
consultant to contact us now and begin a dialogue. We are here to help you invest in the equity market with more gain and less pain.   

As mentioned above, 3D’s global-macro system uses statistically significant patterns and rules that are logical symmetrical and persistent. Because I have 
traded every asset class and time zone around the world and have been building systems and managing risk for 28 years, our systems are designed to 
interpret the data and forecast the direction of the S&P 500. The following table provides some recent examples of our S&P 500 Forecasts shared through 
our Weekly Updates, LinkedIn videos, and Bloomberg TV appearances.  

 

As of now the S&P 500 remains vulnerable to the downside (need confirmation). As was the case last week, things can change quickly, and this is why 3D 
Defender is built to adjust to the daily narrative of the market. You will often here me say you cannot successfully profit from weakness without identifying 
strength. Examples of this were last Monday and Thursday when 3D Defender remained sidelined and the stock market rallied +1.5% and +2% off its low.     

If you are looking for a team dedicated to defending your equity portfolio every day, we are here to help you.  

The following table presents a snapshot of the 3D Capital team history and some performance highlights. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/eric-dugan-3b703ba_sp500-markets-investing-activity-6680950207972159488-Ss-6/
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3D Capital manages equity market risk every day because everyday matters!  

Reach out now and begin a dialogue. We are here to help you. 

Thank you for your interest and participation in 3D Defender.  

Have a good weekend and best wishes and health to you and your families. 


